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New revelations in the US + what's happening in Israel
today
What a mess. Tony Fauci lied to Congress, they deliberately covered up the lab
origin theory, and the situation in Israel today is totally unstable. We're next.

Steve Kirsch

I’ve said this many times before, the entire pandemic response has been an unmitigated
disaster. If we had just told people about the Fareed-Tyson early treatment protocol back in
March of 2020, COVID would have been a non-event: COVID hospitalization and death would
be tiny.

If you want to protect yourself from COVID, it’s simple and obvious: wear a 3M 7502 mask

with a P100 �lter. Done. But they never tell you that! Never! Nobody tells you that. Instead,
they all tell you to do an intervention (wear a cloth, surgical, or N95 mask) which won’t protect
you at all, and can potentially harm you (oxygen deprivation + risk of respiratory viruses). And
then they compound their bad advice on prevention and treatment by mandating you take a
vaccine that kills 15 people for every person it might ever save. And even if the vaccine was

safe, it still causes negative e�cacy (makes you more likely to be infected compared to not
taking it). This just shows you how inept the authorities (and “experts”) are.

Early treatment was really the only intervention we ever needed treat COVID. But fat chance
of that ever happening. No nation on earth is that smart to acknowledge that. I don’t think it’s
ever going to happen because nobody wants to admit they were wrong.

Too bad no public o�cial in the US is calling for a debate on this with our team of scientists.

They don’t want to be exposed as incompetent.

Here’s what’s happening today…

They deliberately covered up the lab leak and conspired to treat
those who told the truth as “conspiracy theorists”
We now know that NIH knew the virus was man-made (since they funded it) and then when it
was released, they deliberately covered it up and conspired to paint those people telling the

truth as “conspiracy theorists.” See this article from the Daily Mail in the UK.
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Project Veritas released documents showing Fauci lied about
gain-of-function research

Alex Jones story on GabTV: Bombshell: Project Veritas Releases Military Documents That
Contradict Fauci’s Sworn Testimony on Gain of Function Research

Original Project Veritas story including links to all the documents

Here’s the Steve Bannon interview of James O’Keefe on WarRoom.

We basically funded the creation of COVID. And Congress has insanely kept Fauci in control.
I guess none of them have read RFK Jr’s book?

How can we make it more obvious to dump Fauci now?

Biden seeks to categorize parents as domestic terrorists
This has been in the news lately. Here’s the Fox News article. Basically, if you are a parent who
opposes what schools want to do to your kids, they want to consider you a domestic terrorist.
You really can’t make this stu� up.

It was AT THE BEHEST OF THE BIDEN ADMIN that the letter was sent in the �rst place.
They literally said "write us a letter so we can respond."
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Quebec to force unvaccinated to pay financial penalties
Quebec is going to charge the unvaccinated to pay for skyrocketing healthcare costs. You
really can't make this stu� up. It’s an AP News story. I'm sure we're next.

Israel is a disaster zone today
Please read this entire Twitter thread if you want to get a sense for what is happening in Israel
today. It’s basically both sides trying to straighten the ship, and they are tearing the country
apart.

This is important to watch because what is happening in Israel today is what will be

happening in the US tomorrow as Biden keeps pursuing the senseless mandates, despite the
clear evidence they are making things worse. He doesn’t care.

https://warroom.org/2022/01/11/breaking-news-biden-regime-colluded-with-school-board-group-to-paint-parents-as-domestic-terrorists/
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/quebec-force-unvaccinated-pay-financial-penalty-82205073
https://twitter.com/GalG____/status/1480835205686509568
https://twitter.com/GalG____/status/1480835205686509568
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One thing is certain
I think this post will generate a lot of comments.

Subscribe to Steve Kirsch's newsletter
By Steve Kirsch  ·  Thousands of subscribers

I write about COVID vaccine safety and efficacy, corruption, censorship, mandates,
masking, and early treatments. America is being misled by formerly trusted

authorities.

Type your email… Subscribe
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789 more comments…

Ready for more?

Write a comment…

Gail Writes Gail’s Newsletter · 36 min ago

The psychpath Rick Bright

https://aapsonline.org/fda-bureaucrat-brags-he-blocked-physician-prescribing-of-
hydroxychloroquine-in-early-covid-19/

Reply

Gail Writes Gail’s Newsletter · 39 min ago

This is why Medicare For All must NEVER pass! The GOP must learn to message! It’s one of the
reasons I’m all in supporting Dr Oz..

Reply
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